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 Pool privileges are reserved for homeowners and their guests.  An adult resident (18 or older) must 

 accompany all guests.  Guest limit is 6 per household. 
 

 Homeowner dues must be current in order to utilize the pool. 

 
 A parent, guardian, or adult resident (18 or older), must accompany anyone 12 and under.  

 
 SWIPE CARD: A swipe card will be required to gain entry to the pool. Swipe cards are managed by  

 Karen Sweet/Max Property Management. Lifeguards will not have a list of residents or additional cards. 
There is a cost of $15.00 for replacement of lost or stolen cards and a limit of 2/household. For issues 

or questions concerning the cards please call Karen Sweet of Max Property Management 864-640-8137.  

 
 The gate will remain closed at all times. Swipe cards are required for entry. 

 
 The pool is to be considered CLOSED if the gate is locked (10pm to 6 am).  Anyone in the pool during  

 off hours will be considered trespassing. (See below for hours of operation.) 

 
 Proper swimwear is necessary.  Jeans or cut-offs are not permitted. Swim diapers are needed for 

 infants and toddlers. 
 

 No smoking inside gated pool area. Please use the ash dispenser located near the bottom of the ramp 
 of the clubhouse. 

 

 No skateboards, bicycles, scooters, roller blades or skates are allowed in the fenced pool area.  
 

 No sports equipment that may cause injury is allowed in the pool area such as footballs, etc. 
   

 Parties are to be scheduled through Upstate Pools.  See Party Rules form for additional information. 

 
 Clubhouse rentals do not include use of the pool.  

 
 All persons using the pool must do so at their own risk.   

 
 Please adhere to all rules/guidelines within this letter and DHEC rules (see attached) posted at the 

 pool. Use of the pool must be conducted in a safe and responsible manner.  Unsafe actions may result  

 in pool privileges being revoked.   
 

 Pool lifeguards are officials of the community.  Their interpretation of rules is to be  

 followed.  Should a question about rules arise, please contact Karen Sweet/Max Property Management.  
 Mistreatment or intimidation of lifeguards will result in a revoking of privileges. 

 
 Penalties For Violations: 

 Members violating the Pool Rules and Regulations will be first warned by the lifeguard. A  member who 

 continues to violate the rules will be “benched” or sat out for the designated time chosen by the 
 lifeguard. Repeat offenders may be subject to suspension as determined by the lifeguard, Pool 

 Management, and Long Creek Plantation Pool Committee. (Reviewed also by LCP Board) 
 

 Members who refuse to obey the guard’s instructions will be asked to leave the premises. The Pool 

 Management and Long Creek Plantation Pool Committee will be contacted for appropriate action.  
 

 Members who trespass on pool property after hours will be suspended for the duration of the pool 
 season. They may also be prosecuted for trespassing.  
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Members responsible for any acts of vandalism will be expected to pay for repairs to “like new condition”. Any 

acts of vandalism or injury to others will also lead to a suspension for a period determined by the Pool 
Management and the Long Creek Plantation Pool Committee.  (Reviewed also by LCP Board.) 

 
 

 INCLEMENT WEATHER:  The pool closes during inclement weather. Ask the lifeguard if you have any  
 question. 

 

 Days of Operation:   May 16th-September 28th  
    (Fall closing date may vary if weather turns cold.) 

 
 Hours of Operation:   6 am to 10 pm  

    (Lifeguard hours will vary.) 
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POSTED DHEC RULES 

 
 

       POOL RULES 
 

1.   There should be no solo swimming. 
2.   There should be no running, boisterous or rough play. 
3.   No person under the influence of alcohol or drugs should use the pool. 
4.   There should be no spitting or blowing nose in pool. 
5.   Persons with diarrheal illness or nausea should not enter the pool. 
6.   Persons with skin, eye, ear or respiratory infections should not enter the pool. 
7.   Persons with open lesions or wounds should not enter the pool. 
8.   No animals or pets allowed in the pool enclosure. 
9.   No glass allowed in the pool or on the deck. 
10. No children should be in the pool without supervision. 
11. You should take a shower before entering the pool. 
12. This pool is open from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
13. The maximum number of swimmers allowed in the pool is 96 . 
14. A first aid kit is located under overhang by the phone. 
15. Life saving equipment is located at the fence at the shallow end of the pool by the pump room. 
16. An emergency phone (or other notification device) is located under the overhang outside the 
      Ladies bathroom . 
17. The pool operator of record at this facility is  Upstate Pool Management/Phil Skitt (other in pump 
      room) certification number 1153 EC0001153. 
 

 
http://www.scdhec.gov/environment/water/regs/r61-51.pdf 
 
 
 

Additional DHEC signage posted at pool: 

 
 

        NO DIVING         NO LIFEGUARD ON DUTY 
    SHALLOW WATER         SWIM AT YOUR OWN RISK 

 
 

 
  


